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Cryo electron tomography (cryoET) is one of few techniques that can directly visualize macromolecular 
complexes inside cells (without stains or fluorescent tags) at nanometer resolution. Due to mechanical 
limitations of the electron microscope and the slab-geometry of frozen-hydrated specimens, data 
collection is limited to -60° to 60°. The region from which images cannot be collected (“the missing 
wedge”) causes anisotropic resolution and smearing in tomographic reconstructions. The resolution of 
individual tomograms is rarely better than 5-6 nm; however, single particle tomography (SPT or 
“subtomogram averaging”) averages near-identical structures within tomograms to improve resolution 
and “fill in” the missing wedge. One factor limiting cryoET and cryoSPT has been the lack of robust 
correction methods for the contrast transfer function (CTF) of the microscope. In spite of this, SPT can 
routinely achieve up to 2-4 nm resolutions. CTF correction requires knowledge of the defocus for every 
image collected. In cryoET, dose fractionation and defocus gradients make CTF correction particularly 
challenging. Early methods for defocus measurement [1] and correction [2] across tilted images was 
demonstrated with electron doses ~10x higher than those used for cryoET. Later methods assume that 
the defocus setting of the microscope is accurate and the specimen stage is eucentric [3,4,5], which is 
not always the case. Other methods that do measure the defocus for each tilt image yield no 
improvement [6] or require complicated data collection schemes that increase data collection time and 
processing overhead [7]. All current methods assume a flat-defocus gradient where particles are co-
planar within an infinitely thin layer of ice. On the contrary, the ice-thickness for cryoET of biological 
specimens can be 200-500 nm or more. We developed a CTF correction method taking this into account 
during phase-flipping, demonstrating in-silico that ignoring the depth of particles within the ice during 
CTF correction can limit resolution [8]. We also showed that when macromolecular complexes are the 
target specimens one can correct each particle view in each tilted image instead of whole micrographs. 
Here we demonstrate our recent depth-aware 3-D per-particle CTF correction method using 
experimental data. Namely, we collected tiltseries of frozen-hydrated Venezuelan equine encephalitis 
virus (VEEV, ~70 nm in diameter) on a JEOL3200FSC with a DE-20 direct electron detector at 5 
Å/pixel sampling, and used SPT to compute subtomogram averages with and without application of our 
method. We find that cumbersome data collection and defocus interpolation schemes [7] are 
unnecessary. Still, we can measure the defocus of images in a tiltseries collected with typical cryoET 
electron doses, without relying on microscope readings or specimen stage eucentricity. To achieve this, 
we added a thin carbon film during cryoEM grid preparation. This yields enough signal to compute the 
average power spectrum for each image from which CTF oscillations can be fitted to ~2/3 Nyquist, 
providing a good first estimation for the defocus. We also compute power spectra for individual strips 
across tilted images (parallel to the tilt axis) (Figure 1) to model the defocus gradient (Figure 2). This 
methodology is completely automated. Additionally, we provide a graphical user interface (GUI) for 
semi-manual CTF fitting. Our method successfully corrects the CTF in cryoET data from non-eucentric 
specimen stages (Figure 3) and boosts resolution by up to ~14 Å on a per-tomogram basis (Figure 4), 
yielding a substantial improvement for subtomogram averaging. 
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Figure 1 (above). A) High-tilt (~51°) micrograph of VEEV 
particles showing tiling of two thin strips parallel to the tilt axis 
and CTF-fitted power spectra for B) the far low and C) far high 
end of the defocus gradient. 
 
Figure 2 (above right). An example of defocus-gradient modelling based on CTF fitting, using per-strip 
power spectra from a high-tilt (-48.7°) micrograph of VEEV particles. 

 

 
Figure 3 (above left). Global defocus per micrograph vs. tilt angle (the specimen stage is not eucentric). 
 
Figure 4 (above right). Example of gold-standard FSC improvement upon per-particle 3-D CTF 
correction applied to a subtomogram average of only 64 VEEV particles (32 in each half data set) from a 
single tomogram, reconstructed from a tiltseries collected on a JEOL3200FSC microscope with a DE-20 
direct electron detector. 
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